Readers of our digital edition should have received their quarterly alert email from AFS stating that their latest issue of the International Journal of Metalcasting (IJMC) was now available for download. Along with that email was a notice that the next issue of the IJMC (Vol. 10 Issue 1, 2016) would be published by Springer International Publishing AG for AFS. So, after almost ten years since we launched the IJMC with our mission of ''Leading the transfer of research and technology for the global metalcasting industry,'' we have decided to improve the product we deliver to our readers. In order for us to continue to access new sources of information and technology and to ensure a seamless transfer of that information to the global metalcasting community, a change was in order.
That is why we are excited about our new relationship with Springer, who is one of the largest publishers of scientific, technical and materials journals, including JOM (Journal of Materials) and Met Trans (Metallurgical Transactions). This change broadens our journal's access to institutional subscribers, expands our global reach and also offers an enhanced interface for the submitting authors and peer reviewers ensuring that our publication will continue to be a world class research journal. Why pursue this change in how we publish and deliver the journal to you? In order to be a global leader we need to take risks and move outside our comfort zone.
This view of leadership was well stated recently in the Wall Street Journal, ''Journal Report-CEO Council,'' in an interview with former Notre Dame Head Coach Lou Holtz entitled, ''A Coach's View of Leadership.'' Coach Holtz related that there's a rule of life that says you're either growing or you're dying (which has nothing to do with age). It has to do with the philosophy that as you achieve success, to say; ''This is pretty good. Let's not risk it, let's not jeopardize it, let's not change anything. Let's maintain.' ' While certainly that is one approach to potentially avoid uncertainty and short term problems, is it the formula for long term success and growth? The AFS staff and especially those that have been directly involved in the management of paper submissions, reviews, layout, editing and graphics these past 10 years can take pride that the IJMC is recognized as the leading metalcasting focused technical journal.
Early on, our first acknowledgements came from our AFS membership and reader testimonials, like this one from Past AFS President, Denny Dotson, ''When I received the first issue of the IJMC yesterday it absolutely made my day. I have shown it to a number of people saying isn't it great that our industry can and does put out this world class research magazine. It gives a lift to all of us on the foundry front lines.''
The IJMC then secured coverage by various citation and research databases, including being listed in Thomson Reuters Web of Science -Science Citation Index Expanded. This year, the IJMC was named the Official Research Journal of the World Foundry Organization (WFO). As we implement all of these positive changes we would like to take this time to thank you for your continued support.
For those of you that will be attending the upcoming 120th Metalcasting Congress and CastExpo'16 (April 16-19, 2016) at the Minneapolis Convention Center in Minneapolis, MN, we will be offering a more engaging and enriching event that will include a variety of educational, careerbuilding venues and opportunities. In particular, the keynote sessions offered each day will be presented by worldrecognized speakers. By implementing these changes we will continue to offer the highest quality product and best experience possible. We look forward to seeing you in Minneapolis.
Coach Holtz related that there's a rule of life that says you're either growing or you're dying.
